
 

 

1. What is a good teaching material? 

 

asy to apply to various activitiesasy to apply to various activitiesasy to apply to various activitiesasy to apply to various activities 

ducational about cultural issuesducational about cultural issuesducational about cultural issuesducational about cultural issues 

ffective for reinforcing the students' memorizationffective for reinforcing the students' memorizationffective for reinforcing the students' memorizationffective for reinforcing the students' memorization 

njoyable for both the students and teachersnjoyable for both the students and teachersnjoyable for both the students and teachersnjoyable for both the students and teachers 

ncourages the students to use more Englncourages the students to use more Englncourages the students to use more Englncourages the students to use more Englishishishish 

 

2. Ways to make teaching materials more interesting and 

how to make them suit your students better  

 

  1. Think of activities that can make the class more active.1. Think of activities that can make the class more active.1. Think of activities that can make the class more active.1. Think of activities that can make the class more active. 

  2. Set  2. Set  2. Set  2. Set the goal for the activities. Notify the students what  the goal for the activities. Notify the students what  the goal for the activities. Notify the students what  the goal for the activities. Notify the students what the goals of the the goals of the the goals of the the goals of the 

activitiactivitiactivitiactivities are.es are.es are.es are. 

  3. Don't use the material just for fun.  3. Don't use the material just for fun.  3. Don't use the material just for fun.  3. Don't use the material just for fun. 

  4. Pre  4. Pre  4. Pre  4. Pre----activity and postactivity and postactivity and postactivity and post----activity teaching is necessary.activity teaching is necessary.activity teaching is necessary.activity teaching is necessary. 

  5. Be consistent with the previous and the following lessons.  5. Be consistent with the previous and the following lessons.  5. Be consistent with the previous and the following lessons.  5. Be consistent with the previous and the following lessons. 

  6. Make the material as communicative as possible  6. Make the material as communicative as possible  6. Make the material as communicative as possible  6. Make the material as communicative as possible....    

  (note: "  (note: "  (note: "  (note: "CCCCommunicative" doesnommunicative" doesnommunicative" doesnommunicative" doesn't only mean exchanging oral messages.)'t only mean exchanging oral messages.)'t only mean exchanging oral messages.)'t only mean exchanging oral messages.) 

  7. Try to incorporate activities that can allow the lea  7. Try to incorporate activities that can allow the lea  7. Try to incorporate activities that can allow the lea  7. Try to incorporate activities that can allow the learrrrnersnersnersners    

to use/improve more than two skills.to use/improve more than two skills.to use/improve more than two skills.to use/improve more than two skills. 

  8. Choose a target linguistic e  8. Choose a target linguistic e  8. Choose a target linguistic e  8. Choose a target linguistic elements derived from thelements derived from thelements derived from thelements derived from the material material material materialssss that the  that the  that the  that the 

students can learn. students can learn. students can learn. students can learn.  

  9. Utilize the A  9. Utilize the A  9. Utilize the A  9. Utilize the ALTs' ability to paraphrase English.LTs' ability to paraphrase English.LTs' ability to paraphrase English.LTs' ability to paraphrase English. 

 10. Take advantage of the ALTs' 10. Take advantage of the ALTs' 10. Take advantage of the ALTs' 10. Take advantage of the ALTs' capability to create an  capability to create an  capability to create an  capability to create an authentic authentic authentic authentic 

aaaatmosphere. tmosphere. tmosphere. tmosphere.  


